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Values and Post Soviet Youth
Most texts on classical social theory offer exhaustive coverage of every possible
theorist, making it difficult to use the book in one semester. Capitalism and
Classical Social Theory, Second Edition represents a departure from this approach
by offering solid coverage of the classical triumvirate (Marx, Durkheim, and
Weber), but also extending the canon strategically to include Simmel, four early
female theorists, and the writings of Du Bois. The result is a manageable, but
thorough, examination of the key classical theorists. The second edition has been
updated throughout and includes two new chapters: one on Weber and
rationalization, and one on Du Bois and his writings on race. A new concluding
chapter links classical theory to current developments in capitalism during an age
of austerity.

Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy (Second Edition Text)
Containing almost 200 entries from 'accountability' to the 'Westminster model' the
Encyclopedia of Democratic Thought explores all the ideas that matter to
democracy past, present and future. It is destined to become the first port-of-call
for all students, teachers and researchers of political science interested in
democratic ideas, democratic practice, and the quality of democratic governance.
The Encyclopedia provides extensive coverage of all the key concepts of
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democratic thought written by a stellar team of distinguished international
contributors. The Encyclopedia draws on every tradition of democratic thought, as
well as developing new thinking, in order to provide full coverage of the key
democratic concepts and engage with their practical implications for the conduct
of democratic politics in the world today. In this way, it brings every kind of
democratic thinking to bear on the challenges facing contemporary democracies
and on the possibilities of the democratic future. The Encyclopedia is global in
scope and responds in detail to the democratic revolution of recent decades.
Referring both to the established democratic states of Western Europe, North
America and Australasia, and to the recent democracies of Latin America, Eastern
and Central Europe, Africa and Asia, classical democratic concerns are related to
new democracies, and to important changes in the older democracies.
Supplemented by full bibliographical information, extensive cross-referencing and
suggestions for further reading, the Encyclopedia of Democratic Thought is a
unique work of reference combining the expertise of many of the world's leading
political scientists, political sociologists and political philosophers. It will be
welcomed as an essential resource for both teaching and for independent study,
and as a solid starting point both for further research and wider exploration.

Encyclopedia of Democratic Thought
This book provides an introduction to the laws of the Middle East, defining the
contours of a field of study that deserves to be called 'Middle Eastern law'. It
introduces Middle Eastern law as a reflection of legal styles, many of which are
shared by Islamic law and the laws of Christian and Jewish Near Eastern
communities. It offers a detailed survey of the foundations of Middle Eastern Law,
using court archives and an array of legal sources from the earliest records of
Hammurabi to the massive compendia of law in the Islamic classical age through
to the latest decisions of Middle Eastern high courts. It focuses on the way
legislators and courts conceive of law and apply it in the Middle East. It builds on
the author's extensive legal practice, with the aim of introducing the Middle
Eastern law's main sources and concepts in a manner accessible to non-specialist
legal scholars and practitioners alike. The book begins with an exploration of the
depth and variety of Middle Eastern law, introducing the concepts of shari'a, fiqh,
and qanun, (which all mean 'law'), and dwelling on Islamic law as the 'common law'
of the Middle East. It provides a historical introduction to the contemporary Middle
East, exploring political systems, constitutional law, judicial review, the laws of tort
and obligations, commercial law (including Islamic banking, company law, capital
markets, and commercial arbitration); and examines legislative reform in family
law and the position of women in the legal system. The author considers the
interaction between Islamic and Western laws and includes a bibliography
designed for further research into the jurisdictions and themes explored
throughout the book.

Civil Society and Democracy in Post-apartheid South Africa
In Post-Democracy (Polity, 2004) Colin Crouch argued that behind the façade of
strong institutions, democracy in many advanced societies was being hollowed out,
its big events becoming empty rituals as power passed increasingly to circles of
wealthy business elites and an ever-more isolated political class. Crouch’s
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provocative argument has in many ways been vindicated by recent events, but
these have also highlighted some weaknesses of the original thesis and shown that
the situation today is even worse. The global financial deregulation that was the
jewel in the crown of wealthy elite lobbying brought us the financial crisis and
helped stimulate xenophobic movements which no longer accept the priority of
institutions that safeguard democracy, like the rule of law. The rise of social media
has enabled a handful of very rich individuals and institutions to target vast
numbers of messages at citizens, giving a false impression of debate that is really
stage-managed from a small number of concealed sources. Crouch evaluates the
implications of these and other developments for his original thesis, arguing that
while much of his thesis remains sound, he had under-estimated the value of
institutions which are vital to the support of a democratic order. He also confronts
the challenge of populists who seem to echo the complaints of Post-Democracy but
whose pessimistic nostalgia brings an anti-democratic brew of hatred, exclusion
and violence.

Towards Social Stability and Democratic Governance in Central
Eurasia
This exciting new undergraduate textbook introduces the reader to the broad and
complex relationship between sport, culture and society, and critically examines
the key assumptions that we hold with regard to the nature of sport.

Post-Democracy After the Crises
Democracy and Mass Society
Exploring the dynamics of state-society relations in post-Soviet Russia, noted
scholars examine the nature of authority patterns within and between state and
society. The authors explain congruence theory and employ it to interpret
contemporary Russian politics. With its strong theoretical orientation, this
pathbreaking volume raises new issues in the study of post-communist politics
and, from the unifying perspective of congruence theory, provides a range of views
on these hotly contested issues.

Democracy in Western and Post-communist Countries
Capitalism and Classical Social Theory, Second Edition
This book looks anew at the vexing question of whether Islam is compatible with
democracy, examining histories of Islamic politics and social movements in the
Middle East since the 1970s.

African Studies Review
The idea of finding a 'third way' in politics has been widely discussed over recent
months - not only in the UK, but in the US, Continental Europe and Latin America.
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But what is the third way? Supporters of the notion haven't been able to agree, and
critics deny the possibility altogether. Anthony Giddens shows that developing a
third way is not only a possibility but a necessity in modern politics.

Territory and Electoral Rules in Post-Communist Democracies
This book examines the role of Catholic parties in inter-war Europe in a
systematically pan-European comparative perspective. Specific country chapters
address key questions about the parties' membership and social organization; their
economic and social policies; and their European and international policies at a
time of increasing national and ethnic conflict, and the book includes two survey
chapters explaining the origins of political catholicism in 19th century Europe and
comparing the parties' interwar development, and two chapters on transnational
party contacts. Along with its companion volume, Christian Democracy in Europe
Since 1945, also published in 2004, students will have an abundandce of
information to guide them through their studies on this fascinating subject.

Post-Communist Ukraine
Racial Democracy and the Black Metropolis
How a black elite fighting racial discrimination reinforced class inequality in
postwar America

Charting the Future: social and political education in senior
cycle of post primary schools
The Columbia History of Post-World War II America
Democracy, Leadership and Accountability in Post-colonial
Africa
The Routledge International Handbook of the Sociology of
Education
After the new social democracy
Introduction to Politics and Society draws on examples from popular political
culture in order to convey how politics operates in the contemporary world.
Examples illustrate the meaning of theories and show the relevance of central
theoretical debates. Planned and developed with an eye to the needs of students,
the book is an extraordinary resource for undergraduate teaching and study needs.
It will be required reading for undergraduate students in sociology, politics and
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social policy.

Making Islam Democratic
What's Left after New Labour? This timely book assesses the legacy of both the
Third Way and its critics. Analysing the relationship between social theory and
political strategy, it outlines the basis of a post-New Labour project. This
reconnects with the concerns of the Left, while preserving what was important in
the Third Way. Collapsing the boundaries between sociology and political science,
this book is essential reading for anyone interested in centre-left renewal.

Sociology
The authors of this book, scholars from Austria, Czech Republic, Hungary, Ukraina,
Kirghizia and Poland, seek to answer the question, in what way the Westeuropean
and postcommunist countries respond to the challenges posed to them by
democratization in Central and Eastern Europe and European constitutional politics
and policymaking. New democracies necessarily pose a challenge to nondemocratic states, because they liberated themselves from the totalitarian regime.
They pose a challenge for the old liberal democracies too, because they try to
compromise individual interests and freedoms with traditional prepolitical and
political group identities. But just the model of democracy can be followed in many
non-Western countries which aspire to establish a democratic order. This book
raises the questions that are particularly significant to the present-day political
practice in its European and global dimensions. It is intended as a companion
volume for all those who combine their academic research with wider interests in
the promoting of democracy in the period of globalization and under the new
pressures of European constitutional politics.

Family and Social Change in Socialist and Post-Socialist
Societies
Thinking Radical Democracy is an introduction to nine key political thinkers who
contributed to the emergence of radical democratic thought in post-war French
political theory: Hannah Arendt, Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Pierre Clastres, Claude
Lefort, Cornelius Castoriadis, Guy Debord, Jacques Rancière, Étienne Balibar, and
Miguel Abensour. The essays in this collection connect these writers through their
shared contribution to the idea that division and difference in politics can be
perceived as productive, creative, and fundamentally democratic. The questions
they raise regarding equality and emancipation in a democratic society will be of
interest to those studying social and political thought or democratic activist
movements like the Occupy movements and Idle No More.

Sport, Culture and Society
Economic Sociology provides the clearest and most comprehensive account of the
promises of economic sociology. It shows how economies are more than supplyand-demand curves, individual profit motives, and efficient performance: they are
forms of power and structure, grounded in institutions and culture. What is
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calculated, how, and why? Are profit and efficiency always so central to economic
structures and outcomes? What shapes change and reproduction in economic
practices and policies? How have classes and states, using power and institutions,
created and continue to shape the economic world we live in? This second edition
presents a critical and sophisticated yet approachable analysis of economic
behavior and phenomena. After describing key concepts and logics of economic
sociology and of economics (its eternal cousin and competitor), Hass turns the
sociologist’s analytic eye to the heart of economic practices comparing how they
work in the United States, Europe, East Asia, Latin America, and post-socialist
Russia and China. The volume addresses crucially important economic issues that
touch our well-being and justice: the rise and structuring of capitalism; relations
between states and economies; economic policies; economies and inequality; and
organizations and corporations. Causes and consequences of globalization and the
Great Recession are laid out for the reader. With economics and economic
sociology placed side-by-side in this journey of how economies operate in the past
and present, the reader gets different perspectives on economic reality. Power and
culture, institutions and fields, classes and corporations interact on this historical
and global stage. Written in a clear and direct style, this textbook will appeal to
students and scholars in economic sociology, sociology of work, economics, social
policy, political economy and comparative sociology

Economic Sociology
Social Information Technology: Connecting Society and
Cultural Issues
Electoral systems are the central pillar of every constitutional design. To
understand their effect on party systems, we need to consider the issue of
territory. Electoral system studies have attempted to explain the format of party
systems in post-communist democracies. Usually, proportional representation
allows for large multi-party systems and single-seat district elections leading to
two-party competition, yet studies on post-communist Europe seem to reveal
something different. Are post-communist democracies so chaotic that they surpass
the limits of the electoral system school? This study considers the importance of
territory: it matters not only how many votes parties get, but also where they get
them. The book extends research on the territorial structure of party systems
(party nationalization) to 20 post-communist democracies. It explains party
nationalization as a consequence of ethnically oriented politics, and, by extending
common models of electoral systems, it shows how party nationalization can
increase our understanding of electoral systems

The Public
Collating a range of social and political theories, this study engages with
contemporary debates regarding the present direction and future of the Left. It
proposes that the social democratic tradition can be renewed but only if the
dominance of conservative ideas is challenged more effectively.
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Political Catholicism in Europe 1918-1945
This volume reveals new dimensions of modernisation, by discussing the current
social transformation of six Central and Eastern European countries as well as two
East Asian societies seen through family and social change.

Political Transformation and Changing Identities in Central and
Eastern Europe
Building upon the success of previous editions, this fully revised edition of
Sociology lays the foundations for understanding sociology in Australia. The depth
and breadth of the book ensures its value not only for first-year students, but for
sociology majors requiring on-going reference to a range of theoretical
perspectives and current debates. This fifth Australian edition continues to build on
the book’s reputation for coverage, clarity and content, drawing upon the work of
leading Australian sociologists as well as engaging with global social trends and
sociological developments.

Introduction to Middle Eastern Law
No political concept is more used, and misused, than that of democracy. Nearly
every regime today claims to be democratic, but not all 'democracies' allow free
politics, and free politics existed long before democratic franchises. This book is a
short account of the history of the doctrine and practice of democracy, from
ancient Greece and Rome through the American, French, and Russian revolutions,
and of the usages and practices associated with it in the modern world. It argues
that democracy is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for good government,
and that ideas of the rule of law, and of human rights, should in some situations
limit democratic claims. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series
from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject
area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and
enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.

Foreign Policy of the German Social Democratic Party (SPD)
In the absence of democratic state institutions, eastern European countries were
considered to possess only myths of democracy. Working on the premise that
democracy is not only an institutional arrangement but also a civilisational project,
this book argues that mythical narratives help understanding the emergence of
democracy without ‘democrats’. Examining different national traditions as well as
pre-communist and communist narratives, myths are seen as politically fabricated
‘programmes of truth’ that form and sustain the political imagination. Appearing as
cultural, literary, or historical resources, myths amount to ideology in narrative
form, which actors use in political struggles for the sake of achieving social
compliance and loyalty with the authority of new political forms. Drawing on a wide
range of case studies including Ukraine, Russia, Poland, Hungary, and
Czechoslovakia, this book argues that narratives about the past are not simply
‘legacies’ of former regimes but have actively shaped representations and
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meanings of democracy in the region. Taking different theoretical and
methodological approaches, the power of myth is explored for issues such as
leadership, collective identity-formation, literary representation of heroic figures,
cultural symbolism in performative art as well as on the constitution of legitimacy
and civic identity in post-communist democracies.

Democracy and Myth in Russia and Eastern Europe
Through invasions, migrations, trade and cultural exchange, developments in
Central Eurasia have, for millennia, impacted upon the history of both Europe and
Asia. For the last three hundred years, Central Eurasia has been the stage upon
which great empires clashed. Following the dissolution of the Soviet Union, Central
Eurasia has once again emerged as a region of geo-political concern with various
new international actors involved: the USA, international monetary organizations,
strategic alliances, TNCs, NGOs, regional blocks, as well as criminal groups and
ethno-religious movements. The new ‘centrality’ of Central Eurasia brings new
security threats to the region’s population, to Europe and to the rest of the world.
Repressive political regimes and marginalization of whole groups of the population
inflame conflicts that spill across national borders. Migration to Europe, both legal
and illegal, the illicit production and trade of drugs are the direct outcome of socialeconomic destabilization in Central Eurasia. Territorial disputes, border conflicts
and competition for resources among the Central Eurasian ethnicities have become
the unfortunate reality. Post-Soviet Central Eurasia, as a direct neighbor to the
turbulent Middle East, is a potential playground for extremist movements: radical
Islamic groups and terrorist organizations. The contributors to this book, coming
from various theoretical schools and presenting innovative interdisciplinary
approaches, provide their views on the socio-political challenges confronting the
nine Central Eurasian states - Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan, Mongolia, Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia. The book presents
scientific discussions on the historical development of Central Eurasia and its sociocultural legacies; Soviet and contemporary state organization, social
transformation and communal structures; the current economic conditions as a
precursor to social stability and development; and geo-political arrangements and
political changes over the last two decades.

Introduction to Politics and Society
Amid protests against the Pinochet regime, a group of población(shantytown)
residents came together in 1984 to challenge poor health care in their community
and to denounce military rule. How did their organization respond seven years
later when Chile's transition to democracy brought an end to dictatorship but no
clear solution to ongoing health problems? Marketing Democracy shows how the
exercise of power and the strategies of social movements transformed with the
transition from a military to an elected-civilian regime in Chile. The term
"marketing democracy" refers first to how contemporary democracies are shaped
by transnational market forces, and second to how politicians have promoted
democracy with the twin goals of attracting foreign capital and diminishing social
movements.
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Democracy: A Very Short Introduction
CSA Sociological Abstracts abstracts and indexes the international literature in
sociology and related disciplines in the social and behavioral sciences. The
database provides abstracts of journal articles and citations to book reviews drawn
from over 1,800+ serials publications, and also provides abstracts of books, book
chapters, dissertations, and conference papers.

Sociological Abstracts
Marketing Democracy
The Third Way
Perspectives on Democracy and Development in Post-military
Nigeria
Polish Sociological Review
Beginning with an analysis of cultural themes and ending with a discussion of
evolving and expanding political and corporate institutions, The Columbia History
of Post-World War II America addresses changes in America's response to the
outside world; the merging of psychological states and social patterns in memorial
culture, scandal culture, and consumer culture; the intersection of social practices
and governmental policies; the effect of technological change on society and
politics; and the intersection of changing belief systems and technological
development, among other issues. Many had feared that Orwellian institutions
would crush the individual in the postwar era, but a major theme of this book is the
persistence of individuality and diversity. Trends toward institutional bigness and
standardization have coexisted with and sometimes have given rise to a
countervailing pattern of individualized expression and consumption. Today
Americans are exposed to more kinds of images and music, choose from an infinite
variety of products, and have a wide range of options in terms of social and sexual
arrangements. In short, they enjoy more ways to express their individuality despite
the ascendancy of immense global corporations, and this volume imaginatively
explores every facet of this unique American experience.

After New Labour
This collection brings together many of the world’s leading sociologists of
education to explore and address key issues and concerns within the discipline.
The thirty-seven newly commissioned chapters draw upon theory and research to
provide new accounts of contemporary educational processes, global trends, and
changing and enduring forms of social conflict and social inequality. The research,
conducted by leading international scholars in the field, indicates that two
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complexly interrelated agendas are discernible in the heat and noise of educational
change over the past twenty-five years. The first rests on a clear articulation by the
state of its requirements of education. The second promotes at least the
appearance of greater autonomy on the part of educational institutions in the
delivery of those requirements. The Routledge International Handbook of the
Sociology of Education examines the ways in which the sociology of education has
responded to these two political agendas, addressing a range of issues which cover
three key areas: perspectives and theories social processes and practices
inequalities and resistances. The book strongly communicates the vibrancy and
diversity of the sociology of education and the nature of ‘sociological work’ in this
field. It will be a primary resource for teachers, as well as a title of major interest to
practising sociologists of education.

Can Democracy Take Root in Post-Soviet Russia?
"This book provides a source for definitions, antecedents, and consequences of
social informatics and the cultural aspect of technology. It addresses
cultural/societal issues in social informatics technology and society, the Digital
Divide, government and technology law, information security and privacy, cyber
ethics, technology ethics, and the future of social informatics and
technology"--Provided by publisher.

Thinking Radical Democracy
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